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flexi Duo – to walk two small dogs

flexi Duo provides a solution for pet parents to comfortably walk two small dogs at the same time with one hand - with complete ease and control.

The new flexi Duo is available in one universal size to safely walk two small dogs. The proven short-stroke braking system sets the standard for durability and comfort. The optional Multi Box is easily clicked on so that you always have treats or waste bags close to hand.

flexi - Established in 1973, flexi is the inventor of the flexi retractable dog leash and the world market leader of retractable leashes. What began with a conversion of a chain saw mechanism more than 40 years ago has grown into a high-tech product that now leashes all developed markets worldwide. With more than 300 employees, all flexi leashes are manufactured by hand at their headquarters in Bargteheide, near Hamburg, Germany where tens of thousands of leashes are produced daily and exported to over 90 countries worldwide. Quality, comfortable handling and innovative designs underline the level of refinement of flexi leashes. The original flexi leash features a high-tech retraction system, which embodies the company’s spirit of continued innovation and uncompromised standards of perfection. Whether classic, trendy, fashionable, all flexi leashes are designed to excite every dog and their owner. flexi is “Made in Germany” simply at its best.

Learn more at www.flexi-northamerica.com

Key facts about flexi:

- Inventor, founder & CEO since 1973: Manfred Bogdahn
- Design, development and manufacturing in Germany
- Approx. 300 employees at the company site in Bargteheide near Hamburg
- World market leader, exporting to more than 90 countries
- Brand of the Century (‘Deutsche Standards’)
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